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[ 5 7] ABSTRACT 
, A submersible aircraft carrier including twin hulls has 
a heated perforated deck and drainage means for 
clearing the deck of surface water, and includes stor 
age means in the hull of the ship with water-tight com 
partments whereby aircraft can be elevated from 
below deck to deck level while maintaining the water 
tight integrity of the hull of the ship as the aircraft are 
singly moved from storage to deck level. 

6 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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SUBMERSIBLE AIRCRAFT CARRIER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
There are now proposed several versions of nuclear 

powered aircraft carriers all of which are surface crafts. 
A surface or ?oating ship is by nature more vulnerable 
than a subsurface ship because of its more limited mo 
bility, its greater visibility and hence detectability, and 
its restriction limitations of movement to ocean waters 
which are free of ice cover. 
Because of the ?re power and range of the aircraft 

carrier, however, it remains a versatile and useful com 
‘ ponent of sea power. Nevertheless, because of the high 
degree of vulnerability owing to surface exposure, it 
has certain inherent limitations as far as risk of detec 
tion and destruction. 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

It is a principal object of the present invention to pro 
vide a submersible aircraft carrier to improve its ma 
neuverability, undetectability and range of movement. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a new and improved deck construction for a submers 
ible aircraft carrier which will provide a suitable 
launching and landing surface for aircraft and which is 
free of surface water. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

an improved heating means for an aircraft carrier deck 
to preclude the formation of ice thereon. 
A still further object of the present invention is to 

provide a unique means for transferring aircraft from 
below deck of the ship to the deck surface for launch 
ing while maintaining the water-tight integrity of the 
interior of the aircraft carrier. 
Other objects and features of the present invention 

will become apparent from a consideration of the fol 
lowing description which proceeds with reference to 
the accompanying drawings wherein selected example 
embodiments of the invention are illustrated by way of 
example. 

DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is an isometric view showing the aircraft car 

rrer; 
FIG. 2 is a side elevation of the carrier shown in FIG. 

1; 
FIG. 3 is an end view of the carrier viewed from the 

right hand side of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 illustrates the carrier in a submerged state; 
FIG. 5 illustrates schematically the ?ow of heating 

medium and its method of distribution to insure heating 
of the deck so it remains substantially free of ice; 
FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b) are fragmentary detail views 

showing the deck con?guration whereby surface waters 
are collected from the deck and are conducted away 
from the deck surface; 
FIGS. 7(a) and 7(b) are enlarged detail views show 

ing the elevator and hatch mechanism for raising and 
lowering the aircraft from deck level to hold level; and, 

, FIGS. 8(a) and 8(b) are reduced sectional detail 
views showing the elevator and hatch mechanism and 
indicating how the hull is compartmentalized in the re‘ 
gion of the elevator whereby aircraft can be individu 
ally raised and lowered within the compartment which 
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2 
is water sealed from the remainder of the hold interior. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
An aircraft carrier designated generally by reference 

numeral 10 includes a deck 12 and twin hulls l4 and 
‘16. At the deck surface may also be located a tower 18 
and a series of deck guns 20. 
As shown in FIGS. 5, 6(a) and 6(b) deck>12 consists 

of abutted metal plate sections 22 having a series of 
spaced apertures 24 which are located regularly along 
the surface of the deck and are spaced suf?ciently 
closely and are of such size that they will not interfere 
with wheels of the landing gear of the aircraft during 
either takeoff or landing. Because the aircraft is sub 
mersible, there is a problem of surface water on the 
deck at the time that it comes to the surface and will 
tend to collect and freeze. Apertures 24 receive and 
drain the surface water through a series of vertical con 
duits 27 which are located transversely to the deck 12 
and pass through each of three vertically spaced plates 
decks 22, 28 and 30. At the deck section between the 
hulls the water drains directly back to the sea but the 
deck sections 22 superimposing the hulls are apertured 
and are vented to compartment 33 between plates 30 
and 28 and outlet ori?ces, not shown, drain the surface 
water to the port and starboard sides of the aircraft car 
rier. 

In order to prevent formation of ice the deck is 
heated by means of a heater 38 through which is passed 
a heating medium circulated under pressure through 
line 40 by a pump 42. The circulation line 40 connects 
with a series of distribution lines 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 
58 and 60 which extend from line 40 to return line 62. 
Lines 46-60 are disposed within chamber 32 between 
plates 22 and 28 and suf?ciently heat the deck plates 
22 to preclude formation of ice on the deck 12. The 
lines 40 and 62 can also be directly connected through 
a by-pass line 64 or circulated to chamber 68 and line 
70 to the heater 38 where they are reheated and then 
exit through line 72 to chamber 74 where they are re 
ceived and are recirculated by pump 42 through line 
40. 

Aircraft are raised to deck level from within the inte 
rior of the ship by means of an elevator 74 having a 
platform 76 and a piston rod 78 received within a cylin 
der 80. Hydraulic pressure from line 81 leads to cham 
ber 82 effecting a lifting action from the level of lower 
deck 84 to ?ight deck 12 as can be seen from compar 
ing FIGS. 7(a) and 7(b). When lowered, the platform 
76 is ?ush with deck 84 since it is received within a re 
cess 90. 
At the time that the elevator lift platform 76 reaches. 

the level of ?ight deck 12, hatch cover 92 is raised from 
the closed position shown in FIG. 7(a) to the open posi 
tion shown in FIG. 7(b) by a lift cylinder piston 94. 

Piston 94 received within a cylinder 96 pivoted at 98, 
has a piston rod 100 with an articulated linkage 102 on 
hatch 92. The hatch cover 92 is pivotally connected at 
104 and swings between open and closed positions 
shown in FIGS. 7(a) and 7(b) by introducing fluid pres 
sure within chamber 108 to effect raising of the cover 
92, ?uid is withdrawn from 108 to provide lowering of 
thehatch 92. 
When the hatch is lowered, circular boss 112 ?ts 

within a step seat 114 of deck 12. When the elevator 
76,is raised, the outer periphery 118 engages seal 122 
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within a turned back portion 124 of depending shell 
126 the lowermost end 128 of which is received within 
an annular recess 130 of elevator 74. As shown in 
FIGS‘. 7(a) and 7(b), during raising, ?uid pressure 
within 82 will raise elevator 74 causing ?rst an inter?t 
ment of end 128 of shell 126 into recess 130 at which 
time the raising of piston rod 78 terminates and there 
after ?uid pressure from line 141 connecting with line 
140 will cause plunger 142 to raise because of ?uid 
pressure expanding chamber 144 and thus raising ele 
vator section 76. The object is to maintain water-tight 
integrity at all times of compartment 150 (FIGS. 8a and 
8b) so that the elevator operates in sequence first to 
raise aircraft 152 to the level of shell 126 and the bal 
ance of the lift is effected by plunger 142 moving from 
the position shown in FIG. 7(a) to that in 7(b); just 
prior to the elevator 76 reaching deck level the hatch 
is operated by cylinder 96 from the closed position of 
7(a) to the open position of 7(b). Thus, the shell 126 
shown in FIG. 8(b) forms an isolated compartment sep 
arating compartment 150 from the sea at the time that 
the hatch cover 92 is open. 
As further security for protecting the integrity of the 

ship interior, there is a sea door 160 leading from hold 
162 to compartment 150 and the sea door 160 is 
opened only during the period that aircraft are moved 
from hold 162 to compartment 150 during raising and 
lowering. As indicated in FIG. 8(b) the sea door 162 is 
closed and the elevator is operated thus giving addi 
tional assurance ‘of sea worthiness. Thus, should there 
be any in?ltration of water for some reason or another, 
while the hatch door 92 is open, it will be con?ned to 
the volume circumscribed by the shell 126 and if for 
any reason that area should fail to hold water intake, 
then any such water will be con?ned within compart 
ment 150 since the hold is sealed from compartment 
150 by the sea door 160. 

OPERATION OF THE DEVICE 

In operation, aircraft carrier 10 is operable either at 
surface level of the sea or submerged as indicated in 
FIG. 4. At the time of launching aircraft, the carrier 10 
comes to surface level and any surface water on deck 
12 is caused to drain through openings 24 and conduits 
27 where they drain back to the sea. For those portions 
of the deck overlying hulls 14, 16, the drain water en 
ters the space between plates 30 and 28 and drains 
through outlets since the plate 30 is inclined to sluice 
the water overboard through outlets on the port and 
starboard sides respectively (not shown). At the time 
of launching aircraft, sea door 160 (FIG. 8(a)) is 
opened and aircraft are moved from compartment 162 
into compartment 150 and the door 160 is then sealed. 
Pressure is then introduced into chamber 82 (FIG. 
7(a)) causing the elevator to rise until the lower edge 
128 of shell 126 enters recess 130 and thereby sealing 
the volume circumscribed by the shell 126 sealing that 
portion from compartment 150 and ?uid pressure is 
then introduce into chamber 144 causing the plunger 
142 to raise until elevator surface 74 is brought to the 
level of deck 12 and during this raising, the hatch cover 
92 is raised by ?uid pressure within chamber 108 the 
lift piston 94 causing the hatch cover 92 to swing on 
pivot 104 from the position shown in FIG. 7(a) to that 
in 7(b). Seal 122 on ?ange 124 is then contacted by‘ pe 
riphery 118 of surface 76 thereby completely sealing 
the elevator volume circumscribed by shell 126 and the 
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4 
aircraft 152 is then moved off of surface 76 onto the 
flight deck. The elevator then recedes and hatch cover 
92 closes, the elevator components returning from the 
position shown in FIGS. 7(b) and 8(b) to that indicated 
in FIGS. 7(a) and 8(a), at which time a succeeding air 
craft is then loaded onto the elevator upon opening sea 
door 160. 
This operation proceeds until the aircraft are brought 

one by one from the hold of the ship onto the ?ight 
deck while at all times preserving the water-tight integ 
rity of the hold 162, compartment 150, and the volume 
circumscribed by the shell 126. Thus, should any water 
wash over the deck it will be prevented from entering 
the hulls of the ship. The operation as described occurs 
smoothly and more than one elevator can be provided, 
one at each of the four corners of the aircraft carrier 
as shown in FIG. 1. 
Upon landing, the operation reverses from that previ 

ously described in which the hatch cover 92 is first 
raised and the aircraft is positioned on the elevator 76 
and lowered in sequence ?rst by withdrawing ?uid 
from chamber 144 and then chamber 82. Sea door 160 
is then opened returning the aircraft to the hull of the 
ship for servicing and storage. 
The surface of the deck is retained in ice and snow 

free conditions by means of circulating hot heating me 
dium which is heated within 38 and is then circulated 
through lines 40 to cross channels 46-60 which extend 
across the width of the deck at spaced locations along 
the length thereof and suf?cient heat is imparted to the 
deck to prevent the occurrence of icing or to melt any 
ice or snow which may have formed thereon. 
Before launching and subsequent to launching, the 

aircraft carrier 10 can cruise either at sea level or sub 
surface. 
Although the present invention has been illustrated 

and described in connection with a few selected exam 
ple embodiments, it will be understood that these are 
illustrative of the invention and are by no means re 
strictive thereof. It is reasonably to be expected that 
those skilled in this art can make numerous revisions 
and adaptations of the invention and it is intended that 
such revisions and adaptations will be included within 
the scope of the following claims as equivalents of the 
invention. 
What I claim is: 
1. A submersible aircraft carrier comprising a hull 

having a storage for aircraft, a water-tight compart 
ment including an openable and closeable door provid 
ing access for aircraft to be moved out of storage into 
said compartment, an aircraft launching deck of said 
carrier, elevator means for bringing the aircraft from 
hold level within said compartment to deck level, and 
a raisable and lowerable hatch disposed at deck level 
whereby the aircraft can be brought to deck level while 
maintaining the said compartment at a water-tight con 
dition and isolated from the remainder of the hold of 
the aircraft carrier, a launching deck for said aircraft 
including a landing surface with a plurality of apertures 
opening at the landing surface for providing drainage 
of surface water from the deck, and means for heating 
the deck surface to preclude the formation of ice 
thereon. 

2. The aircraft carrier construction in accordance 
with claim 1 wherein the aircraft carrier consists of a 
twin hulled construction having said deck intercon 
necting therebetween. ’ 
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3. The aircraft carrier construction in accordance 
with claim 1 wherein said heating means comprises a 
plurality of conduits extending through said deck, a 
heating source connected to said conduit, and means 
for continuously circulating heating medium through 
said conduits to effect heating of the deck surface. 

4. The aircraft carrier construction in accordance 
with claim 1 wherein said compartment includes a de 
pending shell, and sealing means forming a part of said 
elevator means and engageable with said shell to pro 
vide a second sealed compartment within said ?rst 
compartment as said elevator is raised and said hatch 
is opened. 
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6 
5. The aircraft carrier construction in accordance 

with claim 4 wherein‘ said elevator includes a ?rst stor 
age means and a storage elevator means wherein said 
?rst storage means and said elevator move upwardly 
togetherto a ?rst prescribed level, and said elevator 
means thereafter elevates the aircraft to deck level. 

6. The aircraft carrier construction in accordance 
with claim 1 wherein a plurality of apertures on the 
landing surface provide a continuous sieve whereby the 
surface water on the landing surface is drained to pro 
vide an apertured landing surface free of standing 
water thereon. 

* * * * * 
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